RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC:

<500 uses a day
Dryflow
G-Force
MK II

GUARANTEE PERIOD:

3 years

Low energy
Fast drying

‘Plug and play’
hassle-free
maintenance

Specification
Dry Time Range

10 – 15 Seconds
(high speed)
20 – 25 Seconds
(low speed)

Rated Power

0.42 – 1.5 kW

Cost per 1000 dries

32p – 63p

Finishes and Codes

White (GFM201)
Brushed Satin
(GFM202) / Polished
Chrome (GFM203)

IP rating

IP23

Dimensions

Height
Width
Depth

User drying perception: amazes and astounds
Plug and play modular installation - so easy
Incredible dry times, one of the fastest
in the world
Vandal resistant - suitable for any tough
environment
Customisable to suit your unique requirements
Improves any washroom environment

330mm
213mm
195mm

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC:
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Dryflow
G-Force
MK II

GUARANTEE PERIOD:

3 years

Benefits
Cutting-edge
installation process

A plug and play hand dryer, making it
so easy to securely attach and detach
the unit from the wall. Ideal for allowing
trades access at any time during a
fit out. Also, should a fault occur, no
need to pay and wait for someone
to disconnect from the power supply.
You have access to safely remove and
replace the hand dryer 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

Incredible dry times

People want the fastest dry time
possible. Every user will leave the
washroom with fully dried hands, in a
time faster than anything they believed
was possible.

Low carbon footprint
and energy use

You can run this at just 420W and
still provide dry times that will satisfy
all user expectations. You will spend
hardly anything running this unit on
any setting. The environment benefits
from very low carbon production when
compared to other forms of hand
drying such as paper towels.

Robust, vandal
resistant yet
improves washroom
environments

This is a unit made for places where
misuse could occur, keeping your
hand dryers in service. The long-life
motor is protected by a cover made
from thick stainless steel. The reduced
sound airflow is complemented by
the absorption of noisy wall vibrations
via rubber blocks on the base. Odour
neutraliser’s can be purchased to help
rid the bathroom of unwanted smells.

Adjustability at your
fingertips

Personalise the unit to match any
location and ongoing budget
constraints. The speed of motor can be
reduced to lower noise levels further.
The heater element can be switched
off via an internal switch, additionally
reducing energy bills.

Annual cost and carbon production
(Kg/CO2) for an office of 20 people*
527

351

£351

£78

Paper
towels

Conventional
hand dryer

£10.30

46

Dryflow
G-force MKII
(high speed 1100W)

£7.53

34

Dryflow
G-force MKII
(low speed 420W)

To learn more, call us on
0114 354 0047, email sales@ihdryers.co.uk
or visit intelligenthanddryers.com
*FIGURES BASED ON:
20 people in an office location visiting the bathroom 4.5 times a day, 260 times a year / Conventional hand dryer rated at 2.5kW with 40 second dry time /
Hand dryer at most energy efficient setting if applicable / Hand dryer cost at 12p per kW/h / 3 paper towels taken per bathroom visit at 0.5p a paper towel /
Hand dryer carbon production using Carbon Trust standard of 1kW/h = 0.54 Kg/CO2 / Paper towel carbon production using 22.5gms/CO2 per dry (3 paper
towels) / The above is an example for illustrative purposes only, actual figures of your location may vary

